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ABSTRACT
Public speaking anxiety (PSA) is one of the most common forms of anxiety disorder, with about one in five individuals experiencing this level of anxiety. Students undergoing the learning process, especially before the final examination period, can experience this anxiety disorder. The factors mentioned can be related to the emergence of public speaking anxiety, namely self-efficacy, emotional regulation, and individual communication competence. Self-efficacy is an individual's belief in his ability to complete tasks. Emotional regulation is an individual's ability to regulate the emotions experienced, and communication competence is a skill that individuals have in terms of speaking. This study aims to develop insight into self-efficacy, emotional regulation, and communication competence with public speaking anxiety in final year students who complete their final project or thesis. With this research, it is expected that several approaches will be proposed that can help students develop soft-skills in complementing the skills to convey ideas in public.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The ability to speak in public is considered one of the general competencies a student needs to have [1]. The development of speaking skills is often neglected more than the development of reading and writing skills. In practice, students are often required to communicate or present their knowledge or ideas [1].

Research on students conducted by [2] shows that early year students are prone to experiencing social anxiety at significant risk of social and emotional problems. This study indicates that students who experience social anxiety tend to stop their studies in the next semester. Students who experience anxiety tend to show a passive attitude, lack of interest in learning, poor test results, and poor performance [3]. Supported by research related to social anxiety with 211 student subjects conducted at a university in East Java, it shows a prevalence of 22.27% experiencing anxiety disorder subjects [4].

Anxiety can be one of the motivating factors for individuals to prepare for a performance on the previous days. However, anxiety that appears suddenly before or during performance can ruin the show [5]. There are two types of anxiety, consist of trait anxiety and state anxiety. Trait anxiety is described as anxiety which is the character, nature, and permanent in individuals, while state anxiety is described as anxiety which is based on a specific pattern of events and is described as a temporary and fluctuating state [6][7]. Anxiety appears related to low self-esteem, fear of failure, or worries about individual performance [8].

One of the familiar and widely encountered anxiety is public speaking anxiety or better known as public speaking anxiety (PSA). PSA is a derivative of social anxiety experienced by many people in the US, with an estimated 11% to 30% of the US population [9]. Public speaking anxiety (PSA) is one of the most common forms of anxiety disorder, with about one in five individuals experiencing this level of anxiety.
[10]. Individuals with high social anxiety levels consistently think that other people give them negative impressions [10][11]. The PSA prevalence estimates range from 20% to 80% of the population [12]. A national survey conducted by Ruscio [12] in 2008 showed that PSA is a general social fear experienced by individuals for life with a rate of 21% of the sample.

Given the prevalence in society, it can be concluded that social anxiety is still an important aspect that needs attention. To reduce and avoid social anxiety's adverse effects, especially PSA, individuals need to adjust their anxiety levels to achieve success in public speaking. Students' PSA could impact short-term and long-term performance in the classroom [13]. PSA is an aspect that can be controlled and not to be cured. In this study, the PSA referred to is social anxiety that arises in specific situations, namely when individuals perform oral presentations.

Referring to several studies that have been conducted, overcoming anxiety in individuals will be different from one another, depends on the individual's assessment of their respective abilities or self-efficacy [14]. Self-efficacy is an individual's belief in his ability to behave, leading to the expected results [15]. Individuals with high self-efficacy can plan and complete tasks well [16]. Self-efficacy is also associated with motivation and behaviour change to increase the influence of regulation and psychosocial function on individuals [17]. Low self-efficacy is associated with wrong coping strategies in social situations that can increase social anxiety [17]. Wrong and excessive self-efficacy can cause dysfunction of self-efficacy, which results in individuals overestimating their ability to accomplish something. Tasks and instead leads to failure or underestimating one's abilities [18]. In the context of this study, when individuals have a high level of self-efficacy, the individual can provide good performance at the time of presentation. Self-efficacy can mediate the anxiety experienced by individuals [19]. Self-efficacy itself has been shown to improve performance, especially in academics [19].

Another aspect that assumes able to reducing PSA is emotional regulation. In terms of public speaking, emotional regulation is considered a factor in reducing an individual's PSA to excellent performance. Emotional regulation is defined as a control process that changes the character or intensity of emotional experiences [20]. Emotional regulation is generally considered a conscious effort by an individual to change the felt and automatic emotions and incidental. Emotional regulation can also be interpreted as an individual's ability to control his emotional response depending on the individual's goals that reduce, intensify, or maintain emotional responses [21]. The importance of emotional regulation as an individual control to regulate and survive on emotions in everyday life is inevitable [20]. The research results conducted [9] show fear reactions and avoid labelling their emotional experiences and making these experiences a hostile and threatening stimulus. Concerning PSA, when individuals deliberately avoid attention from social stimuli, this is assumed to be a maladaptive strategy controlled by the individual for emotional regulation, which will sustain the anxiety [22]. Individuals with low emotional regulation will show avoidance as much as possible [23]. Experience and avoidant behaviour are two separate components of anxiety [23]. Avoidance based on individual experiences focuses on the individual's internal experiences, such as thoughts, emotions, and physiological sensations. In comparison, avoidance behaviour focuses on individual external experiences such as social situations, public speaking, and meetings and gatherings that involve many people [23].

When they perform on public speaking, individuals know and realize that their behaviour is being observed and evaluated. Social anxiety in individuals increases when faced with situations where others will be judged [10; 21]. Labels provided by the audience can be one of the stimuli for individuals, including emotional experience labels, characteristic labels, or labels regarding their emotions during their public speaking experience [21]. Research conducted found that labelling by the audience during public speaking can increase individual physiological responses, especially for individuals who experience anxiety related to negative labels. When speaking in public, labelling can be a stimulus for individuals regarding negative experiences with public speaking that lead individuals to experience PSA [9]. This is reinforced based on [21] research, individuals with PSA have less effective emotional regulation than individuals who do not experience PSA. Individuals with PSA have more negative cognition and less positive cognition, as well as public speaking. Also, individuals with PSA experience more stress and
negative images, which show evidence that emotional regulation impacts negative stimuli that are not associated with social rejection [21]. Based on the explanation above, it leads to the conclusion that emotional regulation affects individual PSA.

Other research shows that one of the factors that can influence PSA is communication competence. PSA occurs because individuals lack the required skills [24]. Along with the development of PSA research, the results show that PSA is learning from experience [24]. PSA occurs due to an individual's negative experiences in the past [24]. The manifestation of these negative experiences becomes a strong tendency for individuals to think negative thoughts that interfere with their ability to pay attention to speaking ability [24]. These negative thoughts impact decreasing individual competence because individuals will focus more on the feedback provided by the audience [24]. Wismer [25] said that a speaker must be competent in delivering content. Speakers need to understand their audience and be well prepared. Besides, the speaker's verbal and non-verbal communication competence is a factor in public speaking performance's success or failure.

Public speaking competencies consist of knowledge, motivation, and abilities [26]. Knowledge includes individual mastery of stage situations (procedural knowledge) and knowledge related to understanding the presented (content knowledge). Knowledge in communication directs individuals to convey what will be conveyed and what is done and its procedures. Content knowledge is an individual's understanding of topics, sentences, the meaning of what will be conveyed. Procedural knowledge directs individuals to be able to arrange, plan to convey content knowledge in certain situations. Individual motivation consists of positive motivation and negative motivation. On negative motivation, individuals will experience anxiety, thoughts of the potential not to appreciate others, and previously unimaginable situations [26].

In contrast, individual positive motivation is the individual's perception of benefiting from the communication process. This is what encourages individuals to get satisfactory results in doing public speaking. One of the essential keys in communication is finding self-motivation to communicate better than what has been done so far. In communication, the individual will determine two things, namely, approach or avoidance. Usually, individuals will approach certain situations and tend to avoid other situations. Individual motivation to avoid certain situations is based on anxiety or fear of something that has been anticipated. In line with what was conveyed, that individuals tend to avoid situations related to self-presentation as a form of their self-defense [10][23].

Overall, individual performance in doing public speaking depends on the motivation and knowledge of each individual. However, the main thing is individuals' behaviour and abilities, which are usually interpreted as competent or incompetent [26].

Based on the description above, this study to develop insight into self-efficacy, emotional regulation, and communication competence to PSA towards final year students. This study's urgency refers to the prevalence of anxiety, especially social anxiety, and, more specifically, PSA, which is an activity that is close to student life but is still a common problem experienced by students. With this research, it is hoped that it can provide a new reference for reducing PSA levels in individuals, especially students.

2. METHOD

A literature study was conducted to collect data that met the research requirements. The research was conducted using several journal data sources such as "Google Scholar," "Science-Direct," "Emerald Insight," "Routledge Publisher," "Frontiers in Psychology," "Plos One," "International Journal of Science and Research (IJSR)." Researchers examined research journals involving related variable self-efficacy, emotional regulation, communication competence, anxiety, social anxiety, public speaking anxiety, speech anxiety. The keywords used are "Public Speaking Anxiety," "Speech Anxiety," "Self-efficacy and anxiety," "emotional regulation and anxiety," "competence and public speaking anxiety." Keywords are used independently or in combination to maximize the range of literature searches.

The following steps carry out research journal screening: (1) evaluating the research title, whether it contains research variables or not, (2) examining the research abstract. Literature with appropriate abstracts was collected for further screening according to inclusion and exclusion criteria.
2.1. Inclusion and Exclusion

The literature obtained was then selected based on inclusion criteria. Studies that qualify are studies that (1) have gone through a peer-review process, (2) published during the last ten years 2010-2020, and core theory (3) written in English (4) there are coefficients between related variables, self-efficacy, emotional regulation, communication competence, anxiety, social anxiety, and public speaking anxiety. Instead, to make sense of the reviewed evidence, the findings were arranged in a table that also illustrated the studies—findings from the reviews that we are concerned about self-efficacy, emotional regulation, communication competence, and public speaking anxiety.

3. RESULT

The current study involved 15 studies consist of self-efficacy, emotional regulation, communication competence, and public speaking anxiety.

3.1. Public Speaking Anxiety

Various studies have been carried out relating to several external and internal factors that can affect individual PSA. Several studies with internal factors include research conducted [27] with the research results of individual traits (depression, neuroticism, sensitivity to punishment, and harm avoidance) play an essential role in responding to fearful situations for individuals. Several other studies with external factors affecting PSA. The results of research conducted show that when individuals have positive perceptions, it has a positive impact on the dimensions of individual public speaking skills [1]. Audience situations and settings can also play a role as an external factor that affects individual PSA [28].

3.2. Self-Efficacy and Public Speaking Anxiety

There are three studies related to self-efficacy and public speaking anxiety with descriptive statistical measurement methods using Motivated Strategies for Learning Questionnaires (MSLQ), Anxiety of National Examination, and Morgan-Jinks Student Efficacy Scales (MJSES), Foreign Language Classroom Anxiety Scales (FLCAS). Based on this quantitative study results, the results of the negative correlation between self-efficacy and public speaking anxiety were obtained. The higher the individual self-efficacy, the lower the public speaking anxiety. Conversely, the lower the individual self-efficacy, the higher the public speaking anxiety [19; 29; 30].

3.3. Emotional Regulation and Public Speaking Anxiety

There are two studies related to emotional regulation and public speaking anxiety with experimental methods. The Personal Report of Public Speaking Anxiety, Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction (MBSR), and fMRI as measurement tools. Based on the results of this study, it was found that individuals' verbal labelling affects the emotional condition of the individual at the same time [29]. Individuals with low emotional regulation on an incident have depressive symptoms when doing public speaking [21].

3.4. Communication Competence and Public Speaking Anxiety

There are three studies related to communication competence and public speaking anxiety that use experimental and quantitative descriptive methods. Measuring instruments used include the Foreign Language Classroom Anxiety Scales (FLCAS), the Speaking Anxiety Scale, the Social Phobia Scale (SPS), the Social Interaction Anxiety Scale (SIAS), the Liebowitz Anxiety Scale Self Report version (LSAS-SR), and the Self Talk Scale (STS). Based on the study results, it was found that individuals with social anxiety have worse performance than individuals in the neutral group [31]. Individuals who prepare themselves before doing public speaking have a lower level of anxiety than those who do not prepare [32].
3.5. Public Speaking Anxiety and Students

Self-efficacy is one factor that affects student anxiety when facing exams [29]. The results show that self-efficacy plays an essential role in reducing student anxiety when facing national exams [29].

3.6. Discussion

They are related to this study's aim to develop insight into self-efficacy, emotional regulation, and communication competence to PSA to help students overcome soft skill issues to convey general ideas. According to the literature review, PSA able to be influenced by internal factors. Internal factors include research conducted, such as individual traits (depression, neuroticism, sensitivity to punishment, and harm avoidance) that play an essential role in responding to fearful situations for individuals [27]. The results of research conducted [1] show that when individuals have positive perceptions, it has a positive impact on the dimensions of individual public speaking skills.

Several variables study related to PSA, such as self-efficacy, emotional regulation, and communication competence. The research result between self-efficacy and PSA shows there is a negative correlation between self-efficacy and PSA were obtained. The higher the individual self-efficacy, the lower PSA. Conversely, the lower the individual self-efficacy, the higher the public speaking anxiety [19; 29; 30]. Based on the results of this study, it was found that individuals' verbal labelling affects the emotional condition of the individual at the same time [20]. Individuals with low emotional regulation on an incident have depressive symptoms when doing public speaking [21]. Finally, in several studies related to competence and public speaking anxiety, it was found that individuals with social anxiety have worse performance than individuals in the neutral group [31]. Individuals who prepare themselves before doing public speaking have a lower level of anxiety than those who do not prepare [32].

Self-efficacy is one factor that affects student anxiety when facing exams. The results show that self-efficacy plays an essential role in reducing student anxiety when facing national exams [29].

3.7. Conclusion and limitation

According to several previous studies, it is known that self-efficacy plays an essential role in reducing individual anxiety levels. Based on other literature reviews, another internal factor that can reduce anxiety levels is the individual's ability to regulate emotions regarding experiences related to specific situations. Concerning the objectives of this study, students need to have self-efficacy and emotional regulation to make presentations. Apart from self-efficacy and emotional regulation, communication competence is something that students need to develop to support their presentations. From the literature review, communication competence plays a role in reducing the level of public speaking anxiety.

This review has several limitations. Considering the small number of studies included and the methodological issues described, the findings should be treated with caution. This applies especially to the results on self-efficacy, emotional regulation, and communication competence toward PSA. Therefore, all comments made about this are preliminary and warrant further investigation in future research.

This review suggests that future research into the effects is needed. The number of studies on this topic is too small when considering the urgent and evident need. The number of prevalence might change and research updates related to social anxiety. More empirical research using reliable and valid instruments into social anxiety and PSA is required. Furthermore, explore possibility influencing factors to PSA need for observational and research on this topic.
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